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Details of Visit:

Author: L_city_J
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 8 Jul 2016 18:30
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

Typical MKE room, see my previous reviews. I got the middle room this time, which was one which
was nice and large. If you book for longer durations they tend to give you the larger room
(obviously). I find the top floor the best, because with it you get a newly refurbished bathroom by the
attic which is a small bonus. The whole place was clean and tidy. It was hectically busy on a Friday
afternoon, but they still manage to execute their routine perfectly so that one does not encounter
another client. So kudos to them for managing that, really appreciate it. This lady is difficult to book,
and of course I wanted to extend my booking, but business was too good for her and I only earned
30 minutes of precious time. Turned out far too pressured for a good time, I'll have to come back for
seconds.

The Lady:

Of course she sports the usual curves of a girl of this calliber. The photographer finally did his job
right, very accurate pictures. Petite frame, very feminine. Young, willing and pretty, thats the only
three ingredients needed for this deadly concoction. Don't let her youthful face with all the soft
features fool you, she is sinfully tight, everywhere, I mean everywhere. She was wearing a similar
(or was it the same?) outfit as her pictures. She looked brilliant in her outfit, but perhaps it was a
little over the top for her, not seedy, but edging on provocative and almost old fashioned. I think she
needs something toned down to capture her beauty. Something cleaner and crisper would suit her,
but thats only my humble opinion.

The Story:

Perfect GFE, 10/10 with a slight shade of smut to it all. Many of the intricate details included in the
wonderful experience, many of the activities felt easy going yet painfully intimate. She has mastered
the art of GFE at such a young age. Though she was a bit nervous, largely down to her
inexperience, she outperformed many I have seen in the past, and will probably continue to do so.
Once again it shows that inexperience does not lead to dead end machinery sex, and good service
comes from willingness alone. At this price, you won't get anything more than this.

If you want to see a fresh young lady willing to serve a GFE for you, then look no further than
Amber. Your other alternative would be Imogen, from my own experience. Comparing the two, I
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don't have a preference for either of the lady's GFE, both are great, but their GFE's having a
different tone to them. They both smell sound and taste different. Imogen, though taller, feels
somewhat softer and warmer, Amber on the other hand is slightly more energetic, gritty and lustful.

Hope this helps, happy punting!
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